
SECRETARY'S REPORT FOR 1992-3 

When Nigel and Fenella left us last year it seemed unlikely that 
we could be such a happy band of choristers in the immediate 
future. But miracles happen; John replaced Nigel as conductor 
and Ann kindly agreed to take over as accompanist despite some 
misgivings and other co11JDitments. We found John an inspiring 
chorus master from day 1. He seems to have wild notions about 
our ability to learn new works such as Glow Worms and Harvest 
carols in no time at all, but we think he must have improved the 
quality of sound emanating from us at least some of the time. 
He travels a long distance to come to us and we are most grateful 
for his unfailing punctuality and regular attendance as well as 
for the enjoyment we have at our rehearsals. We are very pleased 
to welcome his wife Jenny to the sopranos along with the other 
newcomers to the choir. 

We were sorry to lose long-standing stalwarts such as Muriel 
Arms·trong at the end of last season; . al together six altos have 
recently deserted us and altos are now very thin on the ground. 
A few in each of the other three sections have left, having moved 
away, or due to pressure of work such as Jeremy Hall, but the 
tenors seem to hold their own despite their low numbers, and the 
sops and basses do a splendid job in making up for the thinness 
of the middle parts. 

The carol service at Kentmere and carol concert at Ings were 
appreciated and enjoyed. There was still only a small congre-
gation at rngs but we hope for a better attendance this year. 

Unfortunately I missed the Christmas Concert but am told it went 
well and that Ron Lancaster compared it with aplomb and 
conscientious preparation. Solo performances were by Margaret 
Pattinson with her son Ian at the piano and Charlotte on the 
viola. As in recent years members of the Roundhouse - they no 
longer call themselves the Staveley Players - gave readings, and 
Dolly Latimer made one final appearance. During the year we 
bought copies of the OUP carol books so the audience can have 
words to match our Carols for Choirs. 

The works for our Mary Wakefield concert with Burneside and 
Kendal Choral Societies and the Northern Sinfonia on March 27th 
were Finzi's Magnificat and Dvorak's Mass in D, conducted by 
Simon Wright. We struggled with the Finzi and there was doubt 
as to whether it would ever sound as intended, but on the night 
it went pretty well. Not so the Dvorak. We admired Simon 
Wright's meticulous training despite his easy-going manner at the 
earlier rehearsals, but in the 24 hours before the concert he 
sud<;1enly spee<;1ed everything up and some of us never got into our 
stride. We missed the help that members of the choir chosen to 
be in the semi-chorus normally give us and the result was far 
from plea,:Sing • We felt it was a tall 'order to achie,ve a high 
standard in the concert at the same time as having to learn songs 
~or ~he comp~titive sect~on: and that perhaps we didn't quite do 
Justice ~o either;, We didn tactually disgrace ourselves in the 
competition, and, Glo'! Worms" the song specially written for us 
by our conduct?r s friend Paul Edwards was well received bu us 
and by the audience. 



. than in previous As the main concert of the year was much earlier . Choral 
. th son by offering years we decided to extend e sea we were 

Evensongs at st Barnabus Church, Morecambe, and at Ing~· again at 
made very welcome at Morecambe on Sunday May 1~, an t. and 
Ings on the following Sunday. This was an interes ing d to 
enjoyable experience especially for those of us not use 
singing in church. 

We held our end-of-season party . at Ings immediately following 
Evensong on May 23rd. As usual we had a sumptuous repast 
provided by our members, and a very happy evening. 

We are very grateful for the help Charlotte has been able to give 
us in gathering up an orchestra when needed and conducting us 
when John is -at the organ, or otherwise unavailable. This year 
John will be able to control our destinies more directly than he 
could in a Mary Wakefield year, and we are much looking forward 
to the new season, working on the three Bs - Bach, Blow and 
Bononcini. 

Finally, I would like to point out that I think it's very unusual 
for the secretary of an.organisation to give a report at an AGM 
but I find it has been the practice in Staveley Choral since at 
least 1964. I'd like to ask the meeting to express their opinion 
on whether they feel it would be more suitable for the Chairm 
to make the report in future. an 


